The right turn lane at Main North Road, Curtis Road / Craigmore Road intersection has been extended.

The median opening at Jane Street has been modified into a sheltered u-turn lane operating one way for northbound drivers.

The median opening adjacent to the Smithfield Hotel has been modified into a sheltered u-turn lane operating one way for southbound drivers.

The median opening south of Anderson Walk has been modified into a sheltered u-turn lane operating one way for northbound drivers.

The median opening adjacent to ‘On The Run’ has been closed.

A new sheltered u-turn lane has been installed, operating one way for northbound drivers.

A bicycle and pedestrian actuated crossing has been installed at the intersection of Main North Road and George McCullum Road.

A new sheltered u-turn lane has been installed, operating one way for southbound drivers. Twelftree Parade remains left in and left out only.